
Inspired Collaboration 

Across Team + Organization
Activating new tools and practices for

greater effectiveness, trust and alignment

Innovation after the Pandemic 

Senior Leadership + Teams
Inspiring bold, critical, and strategic

conversations for growth and transformation

The world as we know it has changed and

presents a defining moment for leaders.

 

Organizations that invest in strengthening these

key pillars will set themselves up to succeed in a

new and unfolding future. This unprecedented

time requires next level leadership. 

 

What we know for sure is that we have never

needed inspiration more than we do today.

 

REIMAGINING THE

FUTURE + DRIVING

TRANSFORMATION

Agility | Adaptability | Resilience 

Leader + Team Development
Developing leaders to manage complexity, lead

change, and inspire partners and stakeholders



Ignite next level leadership to

drive efficiency, effectiveness and

operational agility

Tap into strengths, purpose, and

emotions to activate

stakeholders

Manage energy and inspire

wellbeing and performance

through change and uncertainty

 

  

 

Developing leaders to manage

complexity, lead change, and

inspire partners and stakeholders

 

Agility | Adaptability | Resilience

Leader + Team Development

Inspired Collaboration

Across Team + Organization

Innovation after the Pandemic

Senior Leaders + Teams

 

Activating new tools and practices

for greater effectiveness, trust and

alignment

 

 

 

Inspiring bold, critical, and

strategic conversations for

growth and transformation

 

 
Build trust, deepen connection

and increase coordination, in-

person and remote

Design innovative and inspired

team meetings

Experience digital collaboration

and teaming to drive critical

conversations and creative

outcomes

 

 

Have critical and courageous

conversations that produce

transformative strategies and

goals

Re-organize and redesign how

work is done in new ways

Activate inspiration (possibility +

invincibility) as the fuel for

progress and performance

 

 

REIMAGINING THE FUTURE, DRIVING TRANSFORMATION

We have a diverse array of live and virtually facilitated leadership and team development sessions and coaching packages

designed to support each key pillar. Customized solutions available, tailored to your highest priorities and budget.



WHERE TO BEGIN

INSPIRING KEYNOTE .................................................................................. $3K - $10K

Interactive keynotes - possible topics: having best days more often, inspiring growth through
uncertainty, leader agility and resilience. 
 

INSPIRED LEADER COACHING PROGRAMS ........................................... $3K - $24K

leader + executive

InspireCorps coaching targets leader development to address core challenges and opportunities
that drive key results. 
 

VIRTUAL SESSIONS .................................................................................... $3K - $10K

interactive + delivered real time

High impact, experiential sessions to address your greatest priorities while at the same time
building leadership and team capability for the future. 
 

DISCOVERY  EXPERIENCE.......................................................................... $3K - $10K

inspired insights + opportunities

Combination of interviews and team engagement to spark insights and identify priorities for next
level leadership and strategy.
 

REIMAGINING THE FUTURE, DRIVING TRANSFORMATION

INSPIRED TEAM EXPERIENCE .................................................................. $15K - $30K

intact team or selected cohort

Customized experience for your team or curated cohort of leaders that is aligned to your greatest
priorities.

INSPIRECORPS.COM


